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Income May Be Affected J:,y Wage-Price Controls
A budget a million dollars highet than
the Board of Educational Fin~mce (BEF)
recommended last year will be presented
by UNM adminiat:tators to that board
Friday,
The University is seeking $23;823,322.
Last year, in considering two year budget
projections, 1971·'72 and '72·'73, the BEF
recommended $22 1278,000.
The biggest chunk of the expanded
reql.lest is a $500,000 capital outlay to
purchase books for UNM's libraries~
Zimmerman, Fine Arts. and Parish - over a
four-year period,
The remainder of the increased
institutional request is spread out across
other divisions of the University,
Not Available
Although an institutional budget reCJ,uest
wi.th a breakdown of how much money has
been requested for each branch of the
University is not yet available to The Lobo,
budget requests have increased in all
spending areas except off-campus
inst):uction.
,
John Perovich, UNM vice president for
finance; explained this is bec"ause of the

closing of the Holloman Graduate and
Continuing Education Center,
A number of factors outside the scope
of either the University ox the Legislature
may make significant differences in how
much money goes to the University, Two
of the major factors are the awarding of
legal adult atatus to 18 • 20 • year • olds,
and the economic limitations imposed by
national wage • priee controls,

agenda. UNM president Ferrel Heady said
Friday, the change could mean a drop in
UNM tuition income,
'
Secop.dly, the impact of nationally
imposed wage ~ price controls may affect
UNM's funding. The major areas affected
would be tuition .and faculty and staff
salaries.
The University is seeking approval for a
$12 a semester tuition hike, The $12 is
considerably above the 2,3 per cent price
freeze imposed by the latest price
guidelines.
Salaries too may be affected by the
guidelines. Sala;a:ies are to be kept within a
5,5 per cent increase, unless justification
can be showu rut a higher rate of increase.
Bill McConnell, BEF executive director,
told The Lobo last week, he expected
adjustments would have to be made in the
salary reCJ,uests to conform to national
guidelines,

Respo~bility

Action of the State Legislature last year
giving 18-20 • year· olds contract
responsibility may enable students in that
age group to establish residency in New
Mexico for tuition purposes. Currently,
residency is based on the residence of
parents of students in that age group.
A change could mean a drop in tuition
for UNM. 15 per cent, of UNM's student
population pays out of state tuition,
although the Registrar's Office's statistics
do not have the numbers of out~ of~ state
students broken down by age, ·
Residency
The question of 18- 20 ~ year· olds
establishing residency is on the Friday BEF

Not Major Issue
Salaries however are not the major is:me
to the faculty this year, At an open forum
held for Legislators' Day Friday_ at

l.!NM•
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Compe~tion
1

member of the UNl\1
Committee Marion Cottrell, said the jgsue
w)ll be fringe benefits uthat will increase
the take home pay without costing the
state money."
He cited a national AAUP study that
$owed 14 salaty increases on the average are
not keeping pace with ip.flation," ·
Cottrell said the University is "paying
the bill to make faculty members into the
caliber we want to keep,'' but who ate then
lured away by higher salaties elsewhere.
Faculty Helped
Unlike last Legislative session when
t}lere was a sharp disagreement about the
request :for the increase in faculty salaries,
the fa~ulty helped draw up this year's
budget.
Leonard Napolitano, chairman of the
Budget Subcommittee of the Faculty
Policy Committee, said Friday "the budget
reflected the faculty input. ••
He added that this "was the imt year
the faculty discussed the budget with the
central administration before it was
written."
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TA' s Seek Legal Help
On Grading Restraints

King's Men

Mary Kay Ziems, left, Craig Tussey, center, and Mary Canzoneri,
right, will appear in "All the King•s Men" in Keller Hall on Nov. 17,
18, 20 and 21. The play is directed by Peter Kerr Buchan.

..

Three sociology teaching assistants accused by the
department head of giving overly high grades to freshmen
101 students have begun seeking legal advice on their
rights as assistants. Meanwhile, the T.A.'s are grading a
new set of tests.
Larry Weiss, one of at least six assistants facing firing
by chairman Richard Tomasson if they do not lower
grades, said, "Right now we are at a stalemate while we
seek legal advice from Bob Walker of the G~.i~vance •
Committee and while we grade tests. I guess how we
grade the tests will determine what happens next.''
Weiss added that he was uncertain how the Statement
of G.A. • T.A. Rights would help. "It's a little vague," he
said.
Despite Tomasson's threat of firing and despite his
Friday memo saying an assistantship ''does not give the
full freedom that a regular faculty members has," Weiss
said six of the nine sociology assistants had strengthened
their grading stand. As Weiss noted, "I imagine I will
grade as I would have anyway.,;
Assistant Linda Hundermark said there has been a
breakdown in communication within the sociology
department because of Tomasson's strong statements
about the grade directive.
"We wanted to sit down with Tomasson and talk
reasonably about the grades," she said. "But the
atmosphere over here right now doesn't seem to promote
:reasonable talk. We are in a less flexible position.''
The T .A. ;s were planning to bring up the grade issue at
Friday's faculty meeting until Tomasson said he would
not allow grading to be discussed.
''We didn't want a shouting match, so we didn't bring
the grading up," she said.
Bob Walker of the Grievance Committee said he would
be unable to determine what actions the T.A. 's could
, take until he had consulted more with the assistants.
~

Paid Parking Deferral Requested Senate Election Probably
Unanswered Questions Prompt Committee Move
The Campus Planning Committee has
recommended to President Ferrel Heady
that paid parking on the UNM campus be
postponed until the fall semester, 1972.
UNM Regents on Oct. 22 approved paid
parking, advocated as producing revenue to
manage a steadily dwindling supply of places
to put autos as the demand increases.
The committee, headed by Sherman
Smith; vice president for administration and
development, said several factors led to the
unanimous recommendation that paid
parking be deferred:
--Whether parking fees should be uniform,
or graduated according to ability to pay, is
still unresolved;
-After the fee structure is set,
departments would be asked to list eligible
.Monday, November 15, 1971

personnel and identify those intending to
buy parking permits, so planning of faculty
and staff lots could be done;
-North Campus parking planning is still
incomplete, and complicated by the
presence of four agencies over whose parking
UNM appears to lack jurisdiction.
Additionally, the North Campus needs much
physical improvement to define parking lots.
-Student parking permit applications
should go to students with their registration
materials, which were mailed Nov. 9.
Student fees have not been set.
. -An entire new system of parking signs
has to be designed, built and installed.
-Questionnaires on the acceptability of
bus service from North and South Campusesz
o:r any bus service) would give needed
information.
•

Postponed Until December
Election for ASUNM Senate will probably be postponed
until the beginning of December, said Mike Merrill, chairman
of the Election Commission.
Merrill also said the Commission will not appeal President
Ferrel Heady's decisior'l on the reinstatement to the ballot of
candidate Charlie Jones. Heady officially put Jones back on
the ballot Friday after the Commission and Student Court
decided he did not have the proper amount of signatures on a
candidate petition.
Heady's decision came from the fact that Jones presented
signed affidavits certifying signatures had been authorized.
Election Commission will hold a meeting today to decide
when election will be held.
'
Since the ASUNM elections have been postponed the due
date for candidate;s platforms for printing in The Lobo will
be advanced. The final deadline will be announced after
1!1lections Commission at 3:30p.m. today .

'
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editorial

Election Date, Impossible Dream?
An ASUNM election just doesn't seem
complete any more without procedural
hassles, candidate challenges, delays and a
general air of nobody knowing e:x:actly what
is going on.
Fortunately in a school bereft of school
traditions, the twice· yearly ASUNM
election mix-ups are holding their own.
The current problem is the EleCtions
Commission being unable to make-up its
collective mind about when the elections are
going to be. As far as The Lobo can pry out
a position statement for ASUNM officials,
the election will not be Nov. 15-16 .. This
date was postponed because of the Student
Court hearing, and appeal, on candidate
·challenges to placement on the ballot.

However, the Commisson sat on its own
decision on whether or not to appea.I their
case for seve:~:al days. In the meantime, they
made no statement about what was going to
happen to the election date.
ASUNM Benate candidates have been kept
up in the air about when they can or can not
campaign.
Students who might be interested in the
election, albeit their numbers are few, have
not been told what is happening.
A commission meeting has been scheduled
this afternoon by Elections Commission
Chairman Mike Merrill. The Lobo hopes
enough members of the commission see their
way clear to attending the meeting, and
coming to a final decision.

The Source

Juan Gomez Wants to Know

By Carolyn Babb
Q. Who put the picture of a large red pig on the back of
one of the campus police cars and what do~s it mean? I.S.
A. Jack Cairns, director of campus security, said he didn't
know who put it there, or why. Cairns doesn't look at it as
offensive because he knows what it really is - a decal of an
Arkansas razorback, The razorbacks play for the University
of Arkansas. The decal will be removed, however, to make
that patrol car "consistent" with the other~, he said.
Q. How do people become Lebo reporters? How much
training in journalism or classes in journalism do they have to
have? T .L & L.M.
A. Mark Sanchez, city editor of The Lobo, is in charge of
training reporters and seeing that they complete assignments.
He said no one is actually hired, people volunteer to work,.
and payment is made for their services.
"We do some .firing occasionally, but we don't hire. People
walk in and ask if they can work and I administer
assignments," Sanchez said, The would-be reporters need
have no other qualifications as they are trained "to the
ex:tent of my capabilities/' he said.
About 50 per cent of The Lobo's reporters are journalism
majors and the rest are scattered throughou,t the University.
Sanchez said there is no screening process- Hfor some
strange reason The Lobo acts as a magnet for all the radical
weirdos, but the good writers seem to stay and the radical
ones come and go. People are usually asked to leave only if
tbey are a completely disruptive element."
The inducement to become a Lobo reporter, in addition to
fame (if you can get a by-line) is fortune. Reporters are paid
on two different scales- $3 a shift, where they come in
regularly and spend 2-5 hours editing, filing clippings,
proofreading, etc., and $3 a story, where the reporters are_..
less scheduled, but are paid for their work on an individual
story basis.

LA RAZA UNIDA
or

By ERNESTO GOMEZ
(Editor's Note: This article is a
broad and general look at a new
political party being formed here
in Albuquerque as a state·wide
organization.)
The first organizational meeting
was held Nov. 6 at the Atrisco
Association Center located at 212
Atrisco in Albuquerque's south
west valley.
The meeting was a very
informal gathering of' 12 people
headed by Chris Eichwald of
Corrah:)s. The main topic of
discussion was the organizational
problem that must be faced by
the new party. The most
significant of these problems was
the collection of about 15,500
signatures of people interested in
endorsing the party. These
signatures represent five per cent
of the General Election
registration of the state's voters,
to be submitted on a charter
petition to gain state recognition
of the party.
The group is striving to
establish an on·going thing that
will appeal to all Chicanos by
dealing with many diverse issues
and not remaining orientated to
one single cause or issue. This
appears to be a main point of
dissatisfaction with many already
organized groups.
To explain what this party is
and what it is capable of, one can
look at Crista! (CJ:istal City), Tex.,
as an example.
The basic facts are that the
Raza Unida Party has won total
control of the city council, which
chooses the city's mayor and
majority control of the school
board. This was accomplished in
two yeaxly elections in April,
1970, the party won two seats on
the five·man city council and
three out of seven seats on the
school board. Later, in the
election of April, 1971, the Raza
Urtida Party gained control of the
remaining three seats in the city
council and two more seats on the
school board. The Party now has

Q. What are the qualifications of Student Court members?
"Ag11ew slrould uot be replaced," said Se11. Goldwater. ''I guess that riglzt 11ow fie is more What
is the extent of their power? Could you put in
popular in the Repub/ica11 party than Mr. Nixon. n
something about the present members of the court? B.F.

letters, . '
Sociology Class

I feel that Richard Tomasson
(head of the sociology
depnrtment) should really spend
more time trying to mak<l
sociology 101 much more relevant
and put more emphasis on
teaching the student rather than
appointing himself chief •
puppeteer of his already too·
bureaucratic department.
By laying down your rull's as to
how we are to be graded, you are
proving just who lacks
sophistication- and let me tell
you, I don't think it is the TA's.
One cannot base grading by saying
that "most'-' freshmen should not
receive high !,trades, This is just
making a mockery or your
profession.
I would like to extend an open
invitation to you ('romasson) to
attend one of your classes in
person just so you cnn see how
the unsophisticated masses feel
about your totally absurd
. ego·centered elitist attitude, If
you do accept the invitation
please leave Sweden and statistiCs
in your office.
Rodney Lujan

Mhunderstanding Charged

I was quoted out of context in
the Friday Lobo. This letter is
simply an attempt to clarify my
statement.
Firstry, what I was attempting
to convey after the question from
Terri Poppll was that I may be a
"former radical" to her, but that
labels of that type mean very little
to me, I still believe in what the
larger society labels "radical"
solutions; however, I suggest that
a more appropriate adjective
would be humane.
Secondly, the article seemed to
l'nge 2

construe that I, no longer being a
"radical/' supported the use of
weapons within the Union.
Nothing Could be more m-round. I
have simply seen no evidence to
suggest that carrying weapons
whithin the Union will achieve
any effect other tha11 possibly
lowering the level of fear found
among the Union employes,
Lastly, I feel that the most
realistic solution to the Union.'s
present problem i3 an ID check
after 5 p.m. The mechanics of
such a system could be worked
out by the Union Board. It is far
more intelligent to change the
environment of the Union than to
attempt to control the existing
one,
DavidRigsby

NM Development

Last Thursday (Nov. 4}, Tim
Hunter expressed a belief that
"development" would alteviate
"poverty," Let's see. New York
City is about as "developed" as
you can get, Have they (or Los
Angeles) ended unemployment?
Have their welfare rolls decreased?
Nor is . there an~ evidence that
some 1ntermed1ate degree of
"development'' alleviates such
problems.
If New Mexico attempts further
"development,'~ most of the jobs
will be taken by skilled people
from out of state, If a person is
chronically unemployable in New
Mexico now, he will continue to
be for the same reasons (whatever
they are) when lii;W iuJubtr;y
moves in.
Urbnnization is the inevitable
result of "development." Greater
urbanization invariably means
increased crime, higher taxo:>s,

greater demand for water, power,
sewage disposal, garbage disposal,
schools, medical aid, police
protection, fire ptoU!ction, and
other public services, all of which
'become harder and hard!!r to
supply,
If an area has txouble meeting
such demands adequately now, is
it reasQnable to suppose that
increased demand will make the
task easier?
I advise Mr. Hunter to rend the
article "Man the Pest" in the most
recent issue of the New Mexico
Review of Books.
Peter Hartley

..

Special Parking
Thanks to whichever
bureaucratic dimwit in the
administration and/or the police
department is responsible for
reserving that huge chunk of
parking area for the visiting
legislators Friday morning, Rather
than using the opportunity to
impress upon the outside world
what an absolutely pathetic a!ld
ridiculous parking situation exists
here- by letting them fend Cor
themselves, trying desperately to
• find a place liktt the rest of us (by
the way, my time is just as damn
valuable as theirs)- you merely,
instead, created even further
complicatiollS nnd traffic jams all
over campus. All those cars you
bumped out of those spots had to
go somewhere else. You didn't
think of that, did you fellows'!
You idiots.
Michael D. Arken
{Editor's Note: Several lanes of
parking space west of the Fine
Arts Center were reserved for
N .M. legislators scheduled to visit
campus Friday.)

A. Student Court is made up of a chief justice and four
associate justices who must be members of ASUNM, be at
least a junior, have attended UNM at least two semesters
immediately before their appointment, and have at least a 2.0
grade point average.
The Constitution of ASUNM states (Article VI. Judicial
Branch~ section 2. Student Court A.) that the judicial power
ot the Student Court extends to all cases arising under this
constitution, the laws and by-laws of the Associated
Students, the regulations and actions of the various bodies
and committees of the Associated Students, and aU other
activities resulting from the authorities vested by this·
constitution except those given to the Student Standards
Committee. In these areas the Student Court has original
jurisdiction in both law and fact. Decisions of the Student
Coutt may be appealed to the President of the University by
any of the involved parties.
Justices are nominated by the president of ASUNM and
approved by the Senate. They are essentially appointed for
life-as long as they are me:mbers of the Associated Students
and behave themselves.
John McGuffin, a senior majoring in electrical engineering,
is chief justice of the Student Court. Associate justices
include Donna Hammonds, a senior in political science, Sam
Johnson, a pJ:e-law major minoring in history, Charles Mingle,
a senior majoring in philosophy and psychology, and Charles
Pineda, a junior majoring in business.
Q, Is it too late to get on a student government committee,

or ate they aU filled up? c.:a:
A. Sue Pickett, ASUNM secretary, said there are still
vacancies on National - International Affairs, Radio Board,
Student Standards Committee, Committee on the University,
and the following faculty committees with student
representatives: Campus Safety Committee, Continuing
Education Committee, University Committee on Human
Subjects, Registration Committee, Scholarships, Prizes 1
Loans.

e
e
e

(All questions should be directed to The Source c/o The

Lobo, P.O. Box: 20 University of New Mex:ico, 87106 or
dropped in The Lobo suggestion box, located inside the east
door of the tJnion. Please include your name, address and
telephone number, although only initials will be used in the
column. Questions will not be answered by mail).
NEW MEXICO LOBO

........................................

Opinion

~

I

if someone from Latin America
uses local phrases, it is wonderful.
Un encanto!
·Maybe they feel they have to
be extra nic"' to foreignel.'S, They
already own us.
Another thing you haue to
cot~sider, Juan, i~ your future. If
you're plann,{ng to teach,
rem ember the shortage of
teaching jobs. That includes jobs
on the college leuel. Also, consider
the fact that if. on an outside
chance, you make it through
college without becoming another
Mexican dropout, you're going to
need help. What are your chances
of getting an assistantship in the
Spanish department. You know, a.
GA.
What's aGA?
That is a graduate student who
teaches drill sections and classes in
exchange for financial help. Are
there any Chicano GA 's in the
Spanish department?
Well, now that you mention it,
I can only think of one.
The excuse that the department
uses for that situation is that no
one applies, but just the other day
I was talking to a Chicano
graduate student in tile Spanish
department who applied last year
and was refused.
Oho! Maybe the Spanish
department is another one of
these parts of the University

which makes a big deal of being a
"rich cultural area" just for public
relations.
Meybe it is Juan ito, maybe it is.
For instance, what courses does
the department offer in the area
of New Mexican dialect?
Well, it offe~-s the course I'm
taking,
Tha.t course doesn't teach you
anything about the dialect.
They're only concemed with
tea.ching you classroom Spanish.
There are also the classes in
Southwet~tern Folklore,
Yes, yes. I took them too. What
3U?u do in tht;se classes is go out
With a tape recorder to collect
folktales and songs. What you do
is sell the cuentitos that your
grandfather told you for a grade,
Cheap enough price if you ask me.
Well, that coVel.'S all the courses
that could possibly have anything
to do with this "rich cultural
area." I ncid entally what; are
Provencal and Catalan?
Those are dialects in Spain that
the language department does,
consider important enough to
study.
Well, if our dialect and culture
axen't important enough to study,
why is that professor so busy
gathering all that folklore?
A good question, Juanita, I've
got a few more questions for the
(Please turn to page 4)

five out
five. seats in the city
council and five out of seven seats
in the school board.
10 years ago the people of
Crista! City had ~ucceeded in
gaining control of most of the
elected positions in the city but
turned the control over to the
I)emocratic Party. All this
accomplished was a change from
white faces in office to brown
faces in office. The new brown
faces proved to be the faces of
"Tio Tacos" and vividos,"
Jose Angel Gutierrez, head of
the Raza Unida Party and one of
those elected to the school board,
said in a recent speech: ''Crista! is
a symbol, a model for Aztlan, ot
Chicanos moving toward
1iberation. The gringos created
myths about the Chicano as an
apolitical animal, saying that he
cannot be organized and is
apathetic and only votes for the
man who buys the beer. AU these
myths have been exploded here
(Crista!, Tex.). We don't have to
shout "Viva La Raza", we are·
doing it. We didn't just put
buttons on people chests, we
created a new kind of feeling and
real action. We used what is
natural to our culture- the
(Please turn to page 4}
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Lunch's From $1.20
Dinners

(With soup & coffee)
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Hey, Jl#an Gomez, what
happened to your column last
week? It seemed all jumbled.
I know, The Lobo had some
kind of problem with their layout,
Somehow this feature on the
Penitentes got jammed in undex
the Juan Gomez headline and
then the first part ofJuan Gomez
was dropped when it followed the
Penitente article. They said they
were sony, They would tcy to do
better.
Sometimes it makes you
wonder who you can depend on.
Anyway, what's new with you?
I've decided to declare a major
in Spanish so that I can get
advisement from that department.
Why Spanish?
Well, since my family speaks it
at home, I thought it might be
nice to learn a little moJ;e about it.
Besides, they're pretty nice to me
in my Spanish 112 class.
What are they teaching you?
Mainly that we speak
differently from other people that
speak Spanish, and that forms we
use should be avoided when
speaking to people from other
places, They're teaching us
standard Spanish.
Whatever that is,· Juan. I took
some Spanish classes and I never
could understand why whenever
someone from New Mexico uses
dialectal form. he is corrected, but

Mon,·Fri. 10·9
Sat. 10·6

Imports direct from China
Sun. 12·6
9649 Menaul NE-Eubank at Menaul

Express What You Feel
Inside, Outside

eDOW:NTOWN
'
eNOB HILL
eWINROCK

Trend Shops
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Lobo Review

ASUNM Polls Students on Issues

.No Sociai•Moralizing.' Sweetback •Realistic•

Questionnaires Sent to 1200 by Statis#cs CoT!]-m.
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A random sample student
opinion poll is being conducted
by the Statistics and Research
Committee of ASUNM and
a.t:fil iated organizations to
determine general student opinion
concerning present issues.
1200 names were chosen from
the student alpha list and
questiJ>nnaires were sent to those
students through the mail,
Computerized results of this
questionnaire may be.obtained in
Room 248 of the Union.
Various student organizations
will use poll results as guidelines
.
to better serve students.
10 items in the questionnaire
concern Agora. The questions are

stated in an effort to provide success of library facilities in
factual information, such as fulfilling student needs. One
Agora's purpQ~e and types ofhelp points out that "under the
a''ailable, while asking what :Federal standards as set by the
student response e:x:ists.
U.S. Government there should be
. Three of the questions 1,500,000 volumes in our general
specifically concern the survival library and presently we only have
booklet published by Agora, 721,311 volumes,"
Opinion questions about
"Snake Oil and Patent
Medicines." "Do you think that general attitudes on stu!3ent
the dissemination of such gove1·nment, student
in formation (birth control, representation on the Board of
abortions, interpersonal relations, Regents, and personal preferences
venereal disease and academic for a transportation system to
procedures) is valuable enough to campus are also included.
justify the e:x:penditure of
Several questions are geared to
ASUNM funds for this measure the e:x:tent of student use
publication?" one question reads. of Union and gymnasium
Seven questions concern the facilities. Others survey
attendance at Popejoy cultural
events and sport competitions.

HOW TO GET ALONG Women's Libher
WITH BLACK PEOPLE

New Riders

.Speaking Here

*AND SOME BLACK

I'UI.I'\:0

,by Chris Clark and Sheila Rush
Foreword by Bill Cosby
From what to call whom-colored, Negro, Afro·American, or blackto how and why to avoid white liberalisms ("we only want to help,"
"it's not because you're black"), here is a guide that reveals not
only the right way to handle everyday professional and social situa· •
•tions, but whytbe way it's often done is wrong. Lhtelyand enlightening..
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As you pre-register for second semester
consider

accredited courses
in the study of
the Christian religion
BAPTIST STUDENT CENTER
University of New Mexico
1633 Grand NE

243-5401

Women's liberationist Gabrielle
Semel will speak at UNM, Nov. 16
in the Kiva. Semel's talk on
working women and women's
liberation is part of this semester's
Student Speakers Committee
series. Admission is free to all
UNM and University of
Albuquerque student, faculty and
staff. Admis.~ion . for oth~rs is
$1. 50 for adults and $1 for
children.
Semel is a member of the
International Socialists, a
revolutionary socialist
organization. She has been active
in various aspects of the trade
union movement, the women's
liberation movement and the
socialist movement ofor the last
several years.
In the middle 1960's she was a
caseworker in the New York City
Dept. of Welfare and shop steward
in the Social Service Employees
Union, She was an organizer for
the Peace and Freedom Party and
helped form the Buffalo Women's
Liberation,
Since then, she bas been active
forming the Working Women's
Organizing Committee and the
Woman's Trade Unionist
Contingent for the Aug, 26, 1971
Women's March for Equality.
Atlas wore a truss.
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Juan Gomez
(Continued from page 3)
Spanish pepartment. Since UNM
is luchy enough to be in this rich
cultural setting, why has there
been no concerted, departmental
effort to study the New Mexican
dialect? If a Chicano or any other
student goes into the study of
Spanish, why is he offered no
altematiues other than the choice
between Spanish Peninsular
Literature and Latin American
Literature? What ever happened
to linguistics?
I haven't gotten around to

HaLLMaRK

Oa~oNoS
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FUN

FUN

SAVE30-50%
Deal Student to Student
Charlie Romero, UNM
Home Phone 344-6349
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(Continued from page 3)
family - to organize. If one
person is badly treated by the
gringos everybody is. By moving
in this spirit we can all move
together against the ranchers and
the rinches (Texas Rangers). We
must create many more Cristales."
We here in New Mexico don't
have the "rinches" to contend
with but we do have the rich
ranchers and the racists and
vendidos in public offices to
harass our people.
All interested Chicanos should
contact Eichwald, Ed Gonzales or
this writer. We may be reached at
the Chicano Studies Center. There
will be another meeting Nov. 22.

123- Literature and Religion of the New Testament
(3 hours)
An introduction to the origins of the Chris·
tian faith and the New Testament, including a
study of the Jewish and Graeco-Roman environment of the early_ church, the nature of the
Four Gospels, the mission and message of
Jesus, the proclamation of the primitive church,
the confrontation of the church with the gentile world, and the Apostle Paul's ministry and
message.
T. Th., 8:00 am
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More than baskets meet the eye.
Espedaily now. Since tltedocbtrik~wc have been swamped with all thr merchandise we t•xpectcd during the busy mmmer months. You won't find a
more fat\tastk itwcntory to select £tom tlmn we have right now. Come in,
won't you, to either store.

Bask~~~~

T. Th., 10.30 am
Old l"own Plaza

842-8022
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ADD

EDUC IDEAS IN LIT

08

501 004

01 005

ANTHROPOLOGY

Albuquerque, I have little to
relate it· to- that's not an
apology, just a statement of fact.
(On the other hand, I dug the hell
out of "Drive, He Said," a flick
which miJ:(ht well be mostly
meaningless to many of the blacks
who helped make "Sweet
Sweetback" a $10 million grosser
nationwide. I'll say a little more
about that movie and "The Hired
Hand" in my column tomorrow.)
Realistic
But "Sweetback" director I
producer I author I actor I etc.
Melvin Van Peebles wasn't
pandering to any white values
when he made the film, which is
why the script was rejected by the
major studios and the finished
product turned down by the
major distributors (until they saw
what a smash success it turned out
to be), A credit at the movie's
beginning says it is dedicated to
all brothers and sisters who have
had enough of The Man; another
says it stars "The Black
Community" and "Brer Soul"
(Van Peebles): it's "rated. 'X' by
an all·white jury." He has often
explained . it was his intent to
make a film about ghetto blacks
that is completely realistic, with
no punches pulled, rather than a
sociologically significant work
that would be an educational
experience for whites.
A Little Clearer
Which is e:x:actly why it is
sociologically significant and an
educational experience for whites.

Women Wanted

Any woman interested in
counseling other women on sexual
discrimination in her department,
is asked to come to a meeting in
Bandelier Hall East, room 114,
Nov. 16 at 12:30

rather dull cinema, though
sometimes pure realism can be as
entertaining as any artistic
cinematic touch. For example, I
loved the scene where Sweetback
shows up at the fat guy's place to
ask for help to hide from the
police, and the guy gives him a
non-stop five minute jive
runaround in the middle of which
he takes a brief detour to the
crapper (complete with sound
effects and toilet paper), never
missing a word. It's not something
you'd want to see at every movie
you go to, but it's one of the
things that keeps "Sweetback"
real and interesting.
Artistic Touches
Van Peebles doesn't entirely
avoid artistic touches, though, and
when he throws one in it's all the
more impressive. In fact, the
movie practically begins with a
fantasy scene of a line of grinning,
anticipating women standing
around the boy Sweetback as his
dinner plate keeps getting refilled
as soon as he can pack it away they're fattening him up for his
future "work, .. or all the violence
in the mm, the part that left the
deepest impression on me was
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413- Jesus and His Teachings (3 hours)
An intensive critical study of the Four
Gospels, including the development of the oral
tradition about Jesus, the sources of the gospels, the understanding of the person of Jesus
in the faith of the church, and the teachings of
Jesus as found in the gospels. ·

dealing ,with those problems yet,
I'm still plodding along with what
they give me.
We are all plodding along with
what they give us, amiguito.
One more question, ese. I've
been seeing poste1=s asking
Chicanos to go to inte.rviews for
graduate school at Harvard,
M.I.T., Brandeis, Radcliffe,
Wellesley. What are these schools?
Just a few of the biggies, Juan,
a few of the biggies.
Why do. all these big, important
schools want Chicanos?
I'm sure there's a good reason,
Juan.
Well, if all these schools want
Chicanos, why doesn't UNM go
out recruiting too?
Maybe UNM has the feeling
that it has too many Chicanos
already, After all, the Chicanos
maTte up almost 15 per cent of the
student body.
But we make up a larger
percentage of the population in
the state.
Well, you can't have everything,
Juan Gomez.

that won't even allow· the real
name of the movie- "Sweet
Sweetback's Baadasssss Song" in newspaper and radio
advertisements and even on the
marquee of the ·theater where it's
playing, better open its eyes.
Charles Andrews

Class Schedule Revisions
Semester II 1971-72
ACTION

A road grader's collision with a pole near University
and Lomas Friday afternoon shut down electric power in
the University area for about an hour.
Adrian Robbins, supervisor of the electrical and
refrigeration division of the Physical Plant, told The Lobo
Friday the grader "snapped the guy wires" on an electric
power pole. The shutdown was not limited to the UNM:
campus, he said, but took in a "whole part of town."
The power was off from about 2:30 :to 3:30p.m., he

lOc BEER
Central at Unlvenity

No matter how aware you may when the policemen deafened a controversy over it. But it is
think you are of the problem an man by shooting off a gun right shocking enough that I don't
American black faces, unless next to his ears, first one then the think you'd want to take your
you've been raised in a ghetto or other because ho wouldn't tell mother to see it, whether she's
barrio I'd wager "Sweet them where Sweetback was; it's white or black, Sweetback travels
in some pretty funky circles, and.
Sweetback" will make the picture done painfully well.
a little clearer for you. Either by
But the statement that touched . whether you've been there or
design or deception, Van Peebles me most, and that sbows Van :refuse to believe it even exists you
rarely seems to make a conscious Peebles' possibilities as 11 sensitive ought to Jake a_lo_ok:,_A society
effort at moralizing; he just sets director despite the many
before you Sweetback, a "badass shortcomings of this film, was a
nigger," and·whether you identify cut to a room full of small kids
or learn from his experiences and a woman shelling peas probably Sweetback's mother depends on who you are. .
Unfortun<ttely, unless you're on who repeats seven or (light times:
the identifying end of it the movie "1 might've had a Leroy once, I
drags a bit, until the hunt for don't rightly remember ...•
Sweetback begins to get more When the kids get older, and bad,
intense. The s&me lack of frUls they usually take them away from
which makes it realistic makes it me • • • • I might've had a Leroy
we specialize
once-"
Leave Mom Home
lltr ltlienerschnitul
"Sweet Sweetback" didn't pack
the wallop I thought it would,
4201 Central NE
judging by the national

Road Grader Kills Lights

OKIE'S

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite

The New Riders of the Purple
Sage number between three and
si:x: musicians, borrowing
drummers from the Jefferson
Airplane and the Grateful Dead
and the steel guitar and vocals of
the Dead's Jerry Garcia. The New
Riders and the Dead will play a
concert Wednesday. at the Civic
Auditorium.

If you're black and young
(·thinking), and e$pecia1ly if
you've spent time in the Big City
(LA in particular); you'll probably
dig the hell out of "Sweet
Sweetback's Baadasssss Song,"
which is playing at the Sunshine
Theater through Tuesday night. If
you're white and less than a
dedicated, active revolutionary,
you probably won't feel quite so
comfortable about it.
I probably missed a good thing
by seeing it Saturday afternoon
instead of that evening; I imagine
tl1e react.ions of a packed, mostly
black house would've added to
the feeling the film creates. As a
white middle· class· raised youth
who has spent most of his time in
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UA, CSU Pound Out Wins; Utah Beaten.

..,-..•
",

Arizona State Victory Clinches WAC Title
By ROGER. J. RUVOLO
The 1971 W.AC football
cllmpaign came to a close, for all
intents and ,;mrposes, when
Arizona State exploded in the
second half to take a 51·19 win
over Wyoming.
The victory clinched the WAC
title for the Sun Devils, and give
them a berth in the first annual
Fiesta Bowl to be played in Su11
Devil Stadium.

Arizona
Wyoming 19

1
.l

I

Frustration

UTEP defeilSiVe back Bernard Chapman is shown
at left (40) being outr11n by UNM sophomore split
end Paul Labarrere on a 37-yard scoring strike from
Rocky Long. In middle photo Chapman pulls

;=========:;
DID YOU KNOW?
You can have a six-week paid
field training vacation during
the summer before you enter
the Air Force ROTC program.

Repair & )!aimenance
on all foreign cars

9oreign

Car Specialis1s

333 Wvomimrnlvd. :-;£
Free Estimates

265·5901

I

Labarrere down halfway through the end zone, and
in photo at right kneels down in disgust. Long hit
4-~ for 127 yards to help lead the Lobos t.o a 49·13
win over the Miners, to bring their WAC

1

UNM Demolishes UTEP. 49-13

By JIM PENSIERO
About the most exciting thing
about the Lobos' 49·13 thumping
exercise with Texas • El Paso was
the pre-game show, which
featured at least six bands and
chorale groups trying to squeeze
on to the thinning University
Stadi urn turf, Although their
rendition of "Joy to the World"
probably wouldn't have landed
them on the Ted Mack Amateur
Hour it was a good theme for the
Lobos, who had the game sewn up
before halftime.
Once again the Lobo backfield
corps provided most of the game's
offensive punch, gleaning 518
yards spread among the entire
running compliment. Leading the
attack was Tony Letuligasenoa

13hudda's l

8ifi!rl.:l

Sandwiches
Mon·S·3'ata.m.
ll a.m.·
Sun

with 120 yards, followed by Fxed
Henry with 102 and a not·so·sure
footed Rocky Long with 94.
The fiascos began as the Lobos
took the opening kickoff. Henry,
Long, Nate McCall and Tony L.
divided the running chores, taking
only six plays to move the ball
from the UNM 21 to the UTEP
23. With only two minutes of play
elapsed Henry burst through the
middle, a play he and ,his
teammates repeated innumerable
times, for the score. Even though
the game was young it looked as if
the Lobo offensive attack
wouldn't have any difficulty with
the watery Miner defense.
A 43-yard kickoff return by
Benny Reed gave the Miner's
excellent field position at
mid-field and for a while it looked
as if the often castigated Lobo
defense would make the going
easy for the opposition.
Quarterback Gary Keithle"
_, hit
tight end Tom Altemus with a
pass that went to the tJNM 32 to

Miners could go no further
however and a field goal attempt
by Ray Brahm went wide to the
left.
Atkins Ties It
The Miners got the ball almost
immediately as the Lobos could
hold on to it !or only four plays.
It took the Miners 15 plays to
move the ball 59 yards but they
always managed to get the first
down when necessary. Their drive
was literally a one-man show as
Keithley ran for most of the
"gut" yardage. Backup halfback
David Atltins cracked the goalline
from the one and for a while it
looked as if it might be a close
game.
The quarter ended with UTEP
in possession arain after a
sustained Lobo drive ended
suddenly on the UTEP 15 when a
fumble by Rich Diller was
pounced on by UTEP's Dave
Smith,
•
The Lobos got it right back
however, as the defense drew

• a gaping hole in the middle down
to the UTEP 14. He trudged out
12 more behind blocks by Brad
Bramer and John Urban to give
the Lobos first and goal at the
UTEP two, and finally capped his
tour de force with a two-yard
scoring plunge.
The UTEP offense proved
impotent once again and they
punted to the UNM 32. The New
Mexico ground game was
relentless and within four plays
they had wandered from their
own 37 to the UTEP 37. At this
point Long decided to mix things
up a bit. When the dust settled
split end Paul Labarrere was
sitting in the endzone after
catching a Long aerial and
dragging a UTEP defender the last
five yards into the endzone. Joe
Hartshorne was his usual unerring
self and his conversion made it
UNM 21, UTEP 7 with 6:22
remaining in the half.
While the Lobo fortunes were
glowing strong the hapless Miners

.anJ,...,1'ch Shop Noo·VJ;;;;lrJ·rcF.
S
righteous case of the shivers. The ~~~~·~~~o~ar~~
the Miners. Although the Lobo ~rehuingeverinc~~
difficulty holding on to the ball.
~~~~~~~~~~§§~§-§§~~~~~~~8~4~·~6~73~6~~~Jg~iv~e~~th~e~L~o~b~o~~s~ec~o~n~d;a~ry~~a
line couldn't get to Keithley the On theh: second play from

One word

best describes
the taste
of beer.•.
it's on
the tip of
your tongue.

secondary more than made up for
it by covering the Miner receivers
well, giving up 96 yards (53
rushing, 43 in the air) to the
Miners, in the r!ISt quarter.
Now it was the Lobos' tum to
draw a little blood from the
anemic Miners. Henry, McCall and
Long had reasonable success up
the middle but a dazzling display
of power running by Tony L.
stole their thunder. After Henry
and Co. chipped away at the
Miners' defensive facade the
Hulking Hawaiian hulled through

scrimmage a wayward Keithley
aerial intended for Ed Puishes was
mtercepted by safety Bob Gaines
at the UNM 34.
Taking their time the Lobos
used 12 plays to pick up their
final tally of the half. Highlighting
the drive was a 26-yard pass to Pat
Curran which gave the Lobos a
first down on the UTEP 37. The
drive ended successfully with
Long going over right tackle t'or
six and at the half the Lobos held
a commanding 28·7 lead.
(Please turn to page 7)
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State 52,

Wyoming used field goals for 26
and 36 yards by Randy Umlulan
to take a 6-3 intermission lead
.over Arizona State, but the
powerful ninth· ranked Sun
Devils exploded, scored 49 points
in the second half for a 52-19 win.
After the almost eventless first
half the Devils came back with a
90-yard punt return by Steve
Holden for a touchdown.
Sophomore Woody Green, who
last week broke the sophomore
rushing record in the WAC
previously held by UNM's Fred
Henry, followed Holden's s11it,
returning a Wyoming punt 52
y;J.rd:; to set up another ASU
score, which he took in from the
one. Then on the enslling drive by
the Cowboys, defensive back
Prentice McCray intercepted a

The UNM Lobo freshmen team
won their third straight football
game of the season Saturday
night, beating the Texas· El Paso
frosl;l 21·7 in El Paso.
The unbeaten Wolfpups, keying
on a devastating defense, held
UTEP to its only score early in
the first quarter on a one-yard run
by quarterback Mike Odell.
The Wolfpup defense was
sparked by ou~ide linebacker
Tom Hinton as he forced a fumble
that popped into the hands of
defensive tackle Wendell Jones
who romped 74 yards for a
touchdown. Hinton, an
Albuquerque Highland High
standout, was voted the
outstanding defensive back of the
game for his efforts with

Utah State 21, Utah 17

Utah lost four fumbles and four
passes to Utah State, while Aggie
Tony Adams was busy setting a

couple of Utag pas~ing ·records
to lead Utah State t.o a 21~17 win
SaturdaY·
Three of the eight Utah
turnovers set up Tag TO's, all
three of which were passes by
Adams.
Ute Marv Bateman booted a
WAC record 59·yard field goal in
the first quarter to open the
game's scoring, and tbe streng~h
of his boot kept the Utes a~ead ~n
the contest until Adams htt Cra1g
Clark with a 26 yard strike to
account for the only score for
either team in the second half.
Adams' two other TD strikes
came in the second quarter, when
he connected with Jerty Hughes
for 10 yardS and Tom J."orzani for
16. Mike~Doyle's three PAT tries
converted,

Colorado State 36, West

Texas State 14.

Senior half back

McCutcheon led a first half
scoring binge that sent .CSU's
hapless Rams to their first win of
the 1971 season.
McCutcheon ran for 157 yards
to establish a WAC career :rushing
mark to lead the Rams in the
Winning effort. His 55-yard run in
the first period opened the game's
scoring.
West Texas countered with a
score of their own, which came on
a one-yard dive by Bill Pdtchett,
but after that it was all Rnms.
West Texas was able to score again
when reserve quartetback Ron
Leach hit Daryl Wynn for a
seven-yard strike.
CSU quarterback Jim Erickson
ran for two one-yard TD's and
used the 19·yard segment of his
two completed passes for the
game to send Ram Greg Stemrick
• ••.
to.,.~, .=~;,

Despite a total offense
performance of 460 yards,
including 22 first downs, the BYU
Cougars were intercepted six times
and lost four fumbles to fall 27·14
to Arizona.
Arizona quarterback Bill
Demory connected with split end
Charlie McKee on a 92-yard
touchdown pass, longest in WAC
history, for the tie-breaking score
in the fourth quarter.

numerous assisted and unassisted
tackles.
Wolfpup quarterback Rick
Fambro passed to Dickie Speegle
for a 34-yard gain to the one-yard
line and Fambro ran it in for the
TD. Dan Balduini kicked the
extra • point.
Interceptions of stray UTEP
passes by Ben McCrumby and
Tommy Jones stopped UTEP
drives cold in the second half.
Jones returned the interception
fox 54 yards and McCrumby
returned for 1Z yards.
Carlos McCall returned the
second half kick·off for 63 yards,
his longest gainer of the season.
Fambro scored the last
touchdown on a four-yard
scamper and Balduini !ticked for
the e:x:tra point,

Lobos Win, 49-13
(Continued trom page 6)
The Miners seemed to think the
Before the gun sounded UTEP ball was made of bacon grease,
had a last opportunity to score. losing it at the UNM 16 when
With only a few seconds Tom Altemus fumbled a pass
remaining the Miners got the ball from Keithley. The recovery by
on the UNM one after Mike Dan Spriggs was the second
Anderson was interfered by a consecutive time that a deep
UNM defender in the endzone. penetration by the Miners was
The clock had run out but they halted by a turno\fer.
were given a chat1ce at the Lobo
Boone in Command
The fourth quarter began with
goal line, a chance they blew as a
otle-yard plunge by Paul Adamian UNM in command at midfield.
was stopped by Don Silver and Bruce Boone had replaced Long,
HarryPrice,
as Coach Rudy Feldman is
The second half began with obviously preening the sophomore
UNM in possession and once again for his takeover when Long
Long engineered another effective graduates.
scoring drive, with a little help =====::::===:r==:;=:=:=:=~
from a UTEP holding penalty. ! -ri...t.-Two runs by Tony L. and Henry t Hat:'
went nowhere and once again 1 ..L 0
Long turned to the air, hitting I
~~
split end Ken Smith with a 1
......;,_,c-~,.......,,..,_-,-:::".,r
20-yard gainer•. Three plays later a tWfotJ)
/tfJl~ :X:~Vll
holding call on UTEP gave the ' ..... ...1. c;;..1,rn.r",... L:(.-!>.l.~
Lobos the ball at the UTEP 33. '~ <.lflvcn Ul IX••"1,.,J
McCall then sprang through an , q•t:L I AJf.:,
opening in the ~eft side bringin. g l./11:::>1 lPIPJ
W' ,;.,. J
the b.all to t.he Miner 18. Henry 1 F-~ CJ 4J.l..N'. e;tC~
went for l l mo!e before LOllg .
Ol'lf:PJ'
slanted off the nght ertd on an
option for the score, With 12:12 •
j" ~
~~.JI ~~
remaining in the third quarter it , /U
LJ)flnt:.ll J I UNM

Z\1 r
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0
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the blues.

3. Military Personnel
4. Married Studeni-s
Budget Payment Plan Available

2300

Central SE

DESIGN OUR
1972 SALOMON
BINDING T-SHIRT
AND
SKI EUROPE
FREE!

We are having a contest! A design contest to see who can come up with
the wildest, most original design
for next year. Sketch something
out on a scrap of paper or whatever-you don't have to be an
artist to win. Entries will be based
strictly on zanniness and frivolity.

Eat,drink and be merry!
Monday, November 15, l!J71

for two weeks of skiing,
all expenses paid. Remember, your design would include both front and back of
Shirt.
·A

r-

Contest absolutely closes//~..,.,~
midnight December 31, ~ ...
1971. Send entries to , .
"SALOMON T~Shirt
But get this, super~skier: grand Contest," A & T Ski
prize winner will be flown to Company, 1725 We.stlake
Europe on Scandinavian Airlines North, Seattle, Wash. 98109.

S

T~SIIirt

~our

Ord/Jr your 1971 SALOMON
by sending $3,00 along with
name. malling address andT~Shirt sit~ (Small. medium o~ lar!Je.) to
SALOMON SALOMON T-SIIirts, 1725 Westlake North. Seattle, Washmgton 98109

(across from Popejoy Hall)

Experienced Handling of
Hard fo Place Insurance
NEW MEXICO LOBO

Arizona 2 7, Brigham
Young 14

'l'he Wildcats' six interceptions
of BYU aerials, whiQh included
three by Jackie Wallace, tied a
WAC record.
Demory opened the game's
scoring with another TD pass, this
one for 45 yards to receiv!'lr Roy
Neal. Mike DeSylvia, who
completed three of four PAT's,
made it 7·0,
But the Cougars drove for a
1,.4·7 third quarter lead, using a
59-yard pass from B:rian
Gunderson to Golde11 ,Richards to
tie it up at the half, and~another
score in the third quarter to break
the tie.
Arizona then rumbled back
over the clumsy Cougars, and
scored .three times in the fourth
quarter to secure the win.

Frosh in Third Win,
Stop Burros, 21-7

I. Drivers Under 25
2. Underage Females

1~56·35181

Gary Fox pass and took it 41
yards for the score and ASU led
24-6.
.
Fox, who set a Wyommg cn:eer
passing mark, had not yet g1ven
up, and engineered one of two
Wyoming score~ that pulled the
Cowboys to within five points,
24·19.
Fox arched a 14-yard pass to
flanker Jerry Gadlin to comprise
the first Cowboy TD of the day,
a11d later safety Mel Meadows
picked off a Dan White pass and
ran it in from the ASU 12.
But Green put two TD's em
ASU's fom-th quarter board, one
op a six-yard run, the other a
71-yard punt return, while Holden
caught a 58-yard pass from White
a11d fullback Oscar Dragon closed
out the scoring with a 15·yard
run.

=-........

SAS
l?age7

ADVERTISING

C"LASSIFIED

I

I

WHERE; Jo!lmnllsm Building, Room
RATES: 7c per WQrd, 20 word mlnlrnllm ($1.40! Per time run. lf a<t Is to ~05, afternoon~ preferably or mail.
run five or more consecutive days with
Classified Advertising
no che,nges the rate l$ reduced to 6c
UNM P.O. Box 20
per word and the minimum number of
All)uq!lcrtllle,
N,M, 87106
words to 10,
TERMS: Payment .m11at be made in full prior to insertion of aqvertisem<:nt
l)

USED MUSICAL INSTR.UMEN'l'S &
records. Brothers Musiq, !831 Central
NW, 24Z·3745, 11/18
1971 NORTON 760 COMMANDO. Like
new, bought in August. 247-1711, EJCt.
3324, '1;80 to 4:30 only. lt/16
FIREWOOD FOR SALE. UNM Student.
247-9170. Pinon o,.nd ce!:lar. Student dis·
count. 11/24
Sx37 SPARTAN TRAILER. Call Mel ext.
4632 d11ys, 87'1-9269 evenin~s. 11/19
197l.SUPER WilETLE, 5,000 miles, full
warranty, bes~ ofter. Pete 266·4368, 11/9
'60 LARK, CONVERTIBLE. Good. radio
and upholstery. Rear smashed. Needs
battery, $76, 299·6345-8horry,
PUREBRED MALE DOBERMAN PUP·
PIES. $60.00, 344-8740, 11/15
SAVE $70 on never ridden Honda '10 trail·
'bike. $276. Jim, 247·0093. 11/17
USED FUR COATS, $16.0Q-$3(l,OO, while
they last. THE BEAD SHAMAN. ll/15
KASTLE 205s with Marker Bindings
Lange Boots, aize 87!:. Ba.rrecrafter poles,
Used 1 season, Original Cost $286. Sell
fox: $1GO. See McDonald at Journalism
206 after 4.
CUSTOM MADE BELTS, Purses, leather
gifts. The Mind Shaft, 106A Cornell
12/8
DEAL STUDENT TO STUDENT. Savll
30·60% on Diamond rings. 3~4-6349.
11/16
1971 CASSETTE TAPE PLAYER.. Dual
SPeaker-Automatic Level Becordlng.
277-4296. 20/12
NEW 1971 ZIG ZAG SEWING MACHINES. These machines have built
in controls for sewing on buttons, monograms, ere. 536 each. Cash or tei'Jllll.
United Freight Sales. 3920 San Mateo
NE. Opl)n 9 til 9. Sundays 12-G, tfn
NEW 100 WATT COMPONENT SET.
AM-FM multi-p]e:x;: sereo-radio with
black out dial and built in stereo S-track
recorder player. With large BSR changer. And huge G air suspension speaker
system. Compare at $450, Limited sup.
ply-$199.95 each. Cash or terms. United
Freight Salea. 3920 San Mateo NE. OJJen
9 til 9. Sundays 12·5. tfn
30 USED PORTABLE TV'S. $30·$60; 441
Wyoming NE. 265-6987. 12/20

RIDER WANTED TO MEXICO CITY
IMMEDIATELY. Call Dave at 247-8897,
lltl6
.
'
NEED TO RENT-Apnrtment for two
near cnmp\1$, l:looner the better, 866·
11310. 11/17
MEN'S contrneeptives. Imported nnd best
Americnn brnnds. Details free, SamPles
& Catalog, $1. POP-SERVE, Box 1205-X,
Chnpel Hill, NC, 27415 11/2_9_ _
AGORA..... When yoq n!~ed somebody to lis. ten, we'll be there. Talking, ren~oning,
nnd coffee no e:x;:tra.. Any twenty-four
hours. :Worth west corner Mesa Vista.. 277·
ll01ll ll/5

2)

----

LOST & FOUND

LOST: NOV. 3. MAN'S TIMEX: WATCH
and Girl's ID bracelet (l!ngraved De!)bie)
Miwheli Hall basement women's lounge.
Reward. 26!!-9067. 11/17
REWARD: $5.00 Bhu:k vfnyl folder, ~:on·
tnining notes, Lost In BoQkstore, Scott
266·9118. ll/17
LOST: ll/6 Silver and Gold Parker foun.
tain pen. Reward. John 84~-1256/277•
2516. 11/17
.
LOST :LADlES RING, white stone, gol<l
band: between Dental Hygiene building
and St)'D. Reward. 268-5618. 11/12
FOUND: SMALL BLACK AND WH!TE
Jonst haired !emale dog. Collar and lcllllh
attached. ShC!'S bright and cute. Found
last week vicinity Central and Amherst,
266-1400. 11/16

3)

SERVICES

"LAW SCHOOL----::::W::"IL~L-:I~L::-:IK=E:-:I:::T:-"-:0-A-:-:l:\
I MAKE IT'l" A new book by a recent
law graduate !or prospective lnw students.
Send $2.95. Kross Press, Box 3709A MU·
wauk~~.)Vis •.~~~17~ 11{15_ _ __
INTERNA'l'IONAL JOBs-Em:ope, South
America, Asia, Auotralln, U.S.A. Openings i'n 11ll fields-Social Sciences, Bill!·
iness, Sciences, Engineering, Education,
cte. Alaska construction and pipeline
work. Earnings to $500 weekly, Summl!r
or permanent. Paid expenses, bonuses,
travel. Complete current Informationonly $3.0(), MonllY back guarantee. Apply
early for best opportunities. Write
now J II International Employment, Box
721-N192, Peabody, M!lSsachusetts 01960
(Not an employment agenc)f)._ __
PROFESSIONAL TYPlNG, 8 years t::x;:·
perlence, IBM electric, 268-7629. 12/6
IT'S HERE. DlCYCLE THEFT JNSUllANCE 100% protection. Low cost annunl
premium non·deduetable. Central Relris·
tr~>tion
JnH\tre:t looked bicyc!ro, Available now. For further Information and
rates contact Olympic Cycle nnd Sport.G,
Inc., 816 San Mateo SE. 255·6998. See
George, 11/18
EXPERIENCED TECHNICAL TYPING,
IDM Elcetrlc. Call 2GG·G170 or :W8·9771.

6)

1 WILL WORK ON YOUR lO·SPEED

a week average, 242·051i3. ll/12

7! !\IISCELLANEOUS
VACATIONS COMING UP I Visa and
Passport in!ol'matlon. Call Joe Brawley,
265·7011. 11/16
HOW lNTELLlGENT ARE YOU~
ae!C-scorlng test reveals your lQ In 41i
minutes. Can be used over to test friends.
SClnd $2.00 iodny: :Martin of Rutgers, 18
Redwood Road, Springfl~ld, N.J. 07081.
11/18 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
• ..,.,._.,.:a

n!!

If it w1.1rc mine. The Dike Shop. 823
Ynlc SE. 842·ll100, 11/12
TUTORING-all oubjectn-all IC!Vel1. ExJl(>rflmce!d, eertffled or colle~w teache:rn.
CERTJI~lED TUTORING SERVICE ·~·
200·8100, 12/7
FINE OLD FASHIONED PORTRAIT
PliOTOUHAl'HY - Wftldinrr. You or
Whatever, 242-7GG8. 12/8
4)

Sigma Xi Seminar
'l:'he Sigma Xi, engineering
honorary society, monthly
seminar series will feature
Nathaniel Wollman of the
economics depaJ:"tm{mt Nov. 16 at
12:15 p.m. in Farris Hall, rootn
143-A. Wollman will speak on
water resources.

FORRENT

TWO GENT~L-=E~•~'""1E~N~-s=T-U-D~E-N_T_S-sb-n-rc
room with kitchen privifcnro. Evenings
2GG·OG9G, 11/16

5)

EMPLOYMENT

3 EVENINGS and Saturdays only. $90.00

11/lG

FORSALE

OLY111PUS PENI•'T SLR. New Co:1~ SlGO.
Malec ofl'er. 277-4145. 34G·1fi03. 11/19
10GSINTERNATlONALSCOUT- 2-~he~l
drive. Perfect condition. About $650,
206·0812. 11/10
1972~NUDIST~~j~;daru42 Big colo~£ul
Pllll'C!l, beautiful Albuquerttue airlJ. Send
S2 eMh or t'hcclt: Sunbather. Dept. L,
nox_!Gl.f. ,A.lbu~u~r_f!~c ~mos. 11/30
C.B. Rndloo. Bll'.:c nnd Mobile 23 Ch. 1909
-TRC 29 nnd 24 Super-Mag Antenna
nnd Whip. Whole p~ko.ge, $260,00. 205·
4013. 11/lti
IOiil . CHEV WAGON. 283-Automntic
MC. $300 or m~~c_ofrer. 2GG·1173. 11/15

Traineeships

Two Plays

The National Players will
"The Miser" by Moliere
Nov. 23 and "The Taming of the
Shrew" by Shakespeare Nov, 24
as part of the Popejoy Hall
entertainment series. Tickets are
still available in the $2 to $4 price
range, Both plays will begin at
8:15 on their respective evenings.
pr~sent

5) FORSALE

PERSONALS

No Traffic Fines Here
BRUSSELS (UPI)-Disgruntled
because their long-standing wage
claims have not yet been met,
Belgian State Troopers decided
that as the government was not
giving them more money~ they
would bring in less money for the
government. As of Friday they
stopped on the spot collection of
fines for traffic offenses.

I

CAMPUS BRIEFS

Chicauo Music Festival

The Chic~no Studies Center
will sponsor a "Chicano Music
Festival'' 0 featuring a variety of
Mexican music, Nov, 17 at 7:30
p.m. ·in the Union Ballroom. A' 25
cent donation will be asked from
attending adults to pay for use of
the ballroom and equipment.

Teacher Evaluation

Under the provisions of a
Trmning Grant in Rehabilitation
Counseling from Social and
Rehabilitation Services,
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, a limited number of
traineeships, . for study at the
Masters degree levelt are available.
They pay $1800 per academic
year plus tuition and fees.
Students with undergraduate
majors in human behavior are
encouraged to apply by Dec. 1 for
the second semester. Contact Dr.
L.C. Berna.rdoni or ·Dr. W.R.
Fishburn, Department of
Guidance and Special Education.

One thousand copies of last
spring 1 s ASUNM teacher
evaluation are now available
downstairs in the Union near the
Lobo J.?ick-up sta.tion,

Museum Gift Shop

Kosher &
Italian Sandwiches
Steaks
BBQ Ribs

Fresh shipments of
Southwestern jewelry and other
· international items have arrived
Exit Interviews
Borrowers of NDSL and the and are for sale at 'the Maxwell
New Mexico Student Loan Museum Gift Shop, located in the
Program who will not be returning main galle:cy of the museum in the
to UNM next semester are asked anthropology building. Hours are
by Charles Sheean, director of the Monday through Friday from 9
Student Aids Office1 to report to a.m. to 4 p.m., Saturday from 10
the aids office for an exit a.m, to 4 p.m.
interview before leaving the
Spain Summer Program
campus.
UNM will sponsor a summer
session in Gijon, Spain, offering
Christmas Flights
Anyone interested in group ~ upper level and graduate courses
reduced rate flights over in the Spanish language and
civilization. Inexpensive means of
Christmas vacations to Dallas
Atlanta> Miami, or any othe; transportation are available.
point should contact the Office of Further information may be
Consumer Affairs, room 248 in obtained at the Office of
International Programs and
the Union, or phone 277.-5605
10~12, and 1·5 Monday through Services, 1717 Rornat NE.
Fl'iday for information.
Environl)lental Workshop
The Envuonmental Education
Workshop will be held at UNM
Chicano Recruitment
Chicanos interested in graduate Nov. 20 and 21. Nationally
school are invited to attend known environmentalists will
recruitment and information on speak, and seminars and field t:rips
en trance and financial aid for are planned.
Send $5 pre-registration fee to
Harvard, Radcliff, MIT, Wellesley,
Brandeis, Boston University, at Environmental Education, PO
the Chicano Studies Center Nov. Box 817 2, Albuquerque, 87108.
15, from 2·5 p,m.
If you wish extension credit for
Chris Lucero, a former UNM graduate level courses, include a
student, will be recruiting.
sepa.rate check made out to UNM
for $15.
Orchestra Concert
For further information call
A new University of New Wendy Aeschliman at 298-7846
Mexico professor will conduct his or Cathy Lebeck at 296-5747.
own composition and another
UNM musician will be a featured
Wollman Speaks
soloist for the Nov. 30 UNM
The
Brown Bag Seminar
Orchestra Concert at 8:15 p.m.
sponsored
by The Society of the
The concert is the second in this
academic year's series and will be Sigma XI will present "Water
Resources Planning." Presenting
itl Popejoy Hall.
the ·program will be Nathaniel
Theatre
Wollman, Dean of the College of
Tickets are now available at the Arts and Sciences.
University Theatre box office for
The program will be held
"All the King's Men/' opening Tuesday~ Nov. 16 at 12:15 p.m.,
Wednesday l Nov. 17 at Keller Hall room 143A at the Farris
in the fine aJ:"ts department. The Engineering Center.
University Theatre production
also plays Nov. 18, 20 and 21.
Curtain time is 8:15.

Sci-Fi Flicl{
A silent, 1927 science fiction
movie, "'l'he Lost World" by
Conan Doyle, will be shown Nov.
17 at 1:30 p.m. in the Honors
Lounge. Attendance is req1,1ired
for Franklin Dickey's class.

(@uarttrs

(and your
favorite drinks)

90: ::': ::~· ...... J
the
best

23¢
HAMBURGER
in town
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Henry's Drive-In
1 16 Central9 am to 11 am
··t' ""'"'lihllllllllllllloiiii:UIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIlllllllllll:

9:00AM-7:00PM
Prescriptions filled
~!IIIIC::ZW Sunglasses
Repair Service
Skilled Frame
Fitting
Master Charge &
BankAmericard

CASEY OPTICAL
next to Casey1s Rexall Drug
4312 Lomas NE 255-6329

Univetsal Travel
Servjc:e

Air Lines-Steamship
Toun; & Groups

Phi Doyle Poetry
A free poetry :reading by Phil
Doyle, Nov. 15 at 8 p.m., ih the
Honors Center Lounge will be
sponsored by Amistad.

Member-Amerit:an Society
of Travel Agents

2906 Centra I SE

255-8665

svd•r============================~~============================~~::::::;:::::::::::::::~~::::::::::~==============~

RALEIGll INTERNATIONAL, 10
Execllent Condition. $200.00. Phone 265•
9372.
1967 SUPERCHARGED SHELBY G-T
360, Hur!lt 4-spced, maltS, konis and
stereo. :Exee!lent condition. 242·071G.
11/15
SWIVEL DESK CHAIR, peean $25; Typewriter, completely r~nditioned, portable
with CIL!Ie, $36: 265·4831. noon-9 pm.
11/16
n:gL'LS ON SAL'E only $5.00 at Lobo
Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE, 243·6954.
s;m~go'ANNABELLE" 1928 -:Model A
Ford ~oune with rumble seat. She's a
beauty. Used evel'Y day. Perfect 2nd
ear. 2G5...013. 11/16
1964 HUDSON liORNE'l', rebuilt etttdne.
$175.~1> ct best clter, call 867•2&71. 11/1&
PERFECT CHRISTMAS Gltt-Antlnue set
Dicken's illuatrntetl tlllilsles (1800's),
$60. New hen\l'll' spilt cowhide man's
fringed jacket-largE!-$20. 296-4304.
-.-4:

..,_.~.,._
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University P.O. Box 201 UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum {that's 20 words)
S¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
f

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

Eskimo Archaeology
· "Archaeology of the Cattadian
Eskimo" will be the title o£ a free
lMture by William E. Taylor,
director o£ the Museum of Mfi'n tlf :
the Natural History Museum of 1
Canada, Nov. 16 in Education f

104.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

l

CLASSIFICATJONS:
1. Personals
For Sale

s.

2. lost & Fouhd
6. Empfoymeht

3 Services
7. Miscelfaneous

4. for Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT --TIMES STARTING--------

Fog .Forces Hitchhiking
NtJMEGEN, Holland (UPI) A. Van Es, secretary of state in
the Defense Ministry, is
resourceful. When fog forced a
helicopter carrying him to inspect
a milltm:y school to make an
emergency landing in a soccer
field outside town, he climbed
out, walked to the nearest toad
and thumbed a lift to the school,
officials said.
PageS
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